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1 Introduction
Detonation engines are considered to potentially yield better performance than existing turbo-engines in terms of improved thermodynamic efficiency, simplicity of
manufacture and operation, and high thrust-to-weight or thrust-to-volume ratio,
amongst other advantages. Much effort has been put into the development of pulsed
detonation engines (PDEs), including thermodynamic cycle analysis. Thermodynamic analysis of PDEs usually makes use of one-dimensional models, based on the
Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) and the Zeldovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND) theories,
although increasingly sophisticated techniques, some involving numerical modeling, have also been developed lately. It is now understood that the Humphrey cycle
used to model an isochoric cycle underpredicts the performance of a PDE [1]–[4].
The so-called Fickett–Jacobs (FJ) cycle is based on the CJ model. While an improvement over the Humphrey cycle, its reliance on the CJ model means that it fails
to account for the physics espoused by the ZND model [1, 2]. In this paper, a discussion of the Humphrey and FJ cycles is given and the proper ZND cycle is suggested.
These cycles are illustrated with a hydrogen/air mixture initially at STP. The use of
a generic heat release parameter to construct the ZND cycle is provided.

2 The Humphrey Cycle
Figure 1 shows the three ideal processes under discussion in both the p–v and T –s
diagrams. The states portrayed in the plots are the total (or stagnation) states. The
initial state of the reactants is (1). The hugoniot running through (1) is shown in
Fig. 1 as a dashed line. The post-detonation hugoniot is also shown in the figure by
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another dashed line. This hugoniot was obtained using data obtained from the NASA
CEA code [5]. The data indicate a dimensionless heat release α = qρ1 /p1 = 27.28.
Consider first the constant volume, Humphrey cycle [6] which bas been proposed
as a surrogate for the PDE cycle perhaps due to its simplicity [2, 3, 7]–[14]. In this
process, the working fluid is assumed to be compressed isochorically to state (2H)
where p2H = 0.8 MPa and T2H = 2550 K. The fluid is then expanded isentropically
to reach (3H) where p3H = 0.1 MPa and T3H = 1520 K. The increase in entropy
from (1) to (3H) is ∆ s = 3.08 kJ/(kg · K). The cycle is closed by a fictitious isobaric
process (3H) → (1) of heat rejection to the open ambient conditions. A single value
of specific heat ratio γ = 1.242 appears sufficient for such an analysis but with
R = 348 kJ/(kg · K) and 396 kJ/(kg · K) for the isochoric compression and for the
isentropic expansion respectively.

3 The FJ Cycle
The FJ cycle is based on the CJ detonation model. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the cycle
consists of a compression process that brings the gas from state (1) to state (2CJ).
This process is strictly a nonequilibrium one. However, within the one-dimensional
model of the detonation process, this process is identical to Rayleigh heating and
thus can be regarded to be a process that is in local thermodynamic equilibrium
[15]. Isentropic expansion occurs between (2CJ) and (3CJ) after which the cycle is
closed by a fictitious isobaric process to the initial state.
For this study, the detonation process raises the pressure to p2CJ = 1.5 MPa and
decreases the specific volume to v2CJ = 0.67 m3 /kg with the same dimensionless
heat release α = 27.28 as for the Humphrey cycle. The isentropic expansion from
(2CJ) to (3CJ) yields p3CJ = 0.1 MPa and v3CJ = 5.92 m3 /kg respectively. Finally,
a fictitious isobaric process returns both pressure and specific volume to the initial
state.
While the calculations of (p2CJ , v2CJ ) are straightforward, (T2CJ , s2CJ ) are more
complicated to determine. The value of the gas constant changes from (10 ) to (2CJ)
as, for example, in computations using Cantera [17]. For simplicity, it was found
that a linear variation of R between the value at state (10 ) and (2CJ) is accurate
for modeling the nonequilibrium heat release, which coincided with the equilibrium
Rayleigh heat release [16]. The temperature rises from the ZND value of 1545 K
to 2920 K and the entropy rises by 3.12 kJ/(kg · K). The gas then expands isentropically from (2CJ) to (3CJ). State (3CJ) is different from state (3H) because the
isentropic expansions arise from the different states (2CJ) and (2H) state, respectively. The values of p3CJ , v3CJ and T3CJ are 0.1 MPa, 5.922 m3 /kg and 1562 K
respectively.
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(a) p–v diagram

(b) T –s diagram
Fig. 1 Ideal Humphrey (1 → 2H → 3H → 1), FJ (1 → 2CJ → 3CJ → 1) and ZND (1 → 10 →
2CJ → 3CJ → 1) cycles for a stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture initially at STP.

4 The ZND Cycle
ZND theory captures the physics of a one-dimensional detonation wave. In this theory, the gas is shock compressed to the von Neumann spike, followed by exothermic chemical reactions. The shock compression is assumed to proceed along the
inert hugoniot which is equivalent to assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium.
The subsequent heat release from exothermic chemical reactions, even though a
nonequilibrium process, is identical to that of Rayleigh heating [15] and brings the
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gas to the CJ state. (In fact, the CJ point is the tangent point from the initial point to
the ZND point in the p–v diagram.)
The FJ model fails to account for the physics of a detonation process where
shock compression does not increase the pressure directly to the CJ point. Instead,
the shock raises the pressure to the ZND point, commonly called the von Neumann spike. The pressure then decreases to the CJ value due to supersonic Rayleigh
heating. It therefore appears that the ZND cycle, also called the PDE cycle in the
literature, is the most appropriate one amongst the three cycles evaluated in this
paper.
In this example where the stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture is initially at STP,
calculations using Cantera yields the postshock pressure and specific volume as 2.8
MPa and 0.22 m3 /kg respectively. The subsequent CJ value is the same as the FJ
cycle reported above. This is followed by the same isentropic expansion as the FJ
cycle, followed by a fictitious isobaric process to close the cycle.
For the particular example of a stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture initially at
STP, the shock compression to the ZND point raises the temperature to 1531 K with
an entropy increase to 1.366 kJ/(kg · K). The heat addition that brings the gas from
the ZND to the CJ point raises the temperature to 2920 K with a further increase of
entropy to 3.12 kJ/(kg · K). From Cantera, the gas constant at these two points are
397.6 and 348.22 kJ/(kg · K) respectively. The isentropic expansion to 1 atm lowers
the gs temperature to 1515 K. Finally, a fictitious isobaric process closes the cycle.

5 Comparison Between the Humphrey, FJ and ZND cycles
Experimental observations indicate that the detonation front is actually a complex,
three-dimensional surface that defies any simplified analytical description. Thus,
despite the one-dimensional nature of the ZND model, it is presently acceptable for
engineering analysis. In this section, a comparison is provided on the discrepancy in
estimating the net work by the Humphrey and FJ cycles when compared to the ZND
cycle. The cyclic specific net work produced, the cyclic specific heat input and the
efficiency are given by
I
wout =

Pt dv

(1)

Tt ds

(2)

η = wout /qt,in

(3)

qt,in =

I

In the above, the subscript t is used to indicate that it is the total property that
is considered. This distinction may not be required in usual thermodynamic cycle
analysis. However, the kinetic energy in the detonation wave is a substantial portion
of the total enthalpy that is available for energy conversion. A more detailed firstand second-law analysis exchange is planned. For the present, it can be stated that
the ZND cycle accounts for the energy in the shock wave while the Humphrey and
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FJ cycles do not, these two only accounting for heat addition. The respective data for
the stoichiometric oxyhydrogen example are displayed in Table 1. The table shows
that there is a large underestimation in performance parameters. These differences
will likely affect the entire thermodynamic system. For example, these differences
for a power production system will affect the design of the power generator and the
heat exchanger. For a propulsion system, paramount considerations of weight and
volume may cause these to be too conservatively estimated.
Table 1 Performance Comparisons
Humphrey Fickett Zel’dovich
Jacobs von Neumann
Döring
Work (MJ/kg) 0.709
Heat (MJ/kg) 1.07
Efficiency (%) 66.5

0.834 2.08
1.3
2.95
64.3 70

6 Conclusions
An evaluation of the relative merits and shortfalls of three different models for
engineering analysis of pulse detonation engines was briefly given. While simple
to implement, the constant volume, or Humphrey, cycle does not adequately capture the physics of the detonation phenomenon to provide a realistic estimate of the
work. A more sophisticated model to account for the pressure rise in a detonation
wave, known as the Fickett–Jacobs model, also underestimates the work. Finally,
the Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring model appears to be the most appropriate
one for use in cycle analysis of pulse detonation engines. While the shock process
is a nonequilibrium one, the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium makes
the cycle analysis tractable. Similarly, the heat release due to exothermic reactions
between the ZND and CJ points was found to follow supersonic Rayleigh heating
and thus could be modeled as an equilibrium process. Future work includes developing a general cycle analysis for either an airbreathing or a rocket propulsion system
based on the approach found in Mattingly [1].
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